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I. INTRODUCTION 
Nilpotent and locally nilpotent linear groups (and more generally the 
hypercentral structure of arbitrary linear groups [3]) are very well-behaved 
and it is reasonable to expect that supersoluble and locally supersoluble 
linear groups also have some respectable properties. The object of this note 
is to show that this expectation is partially fulfilled. By a linear group we 
mean any subgroup of a general linear group of finite degree over a commu- 
tative field. 
In general a locally supersoluble group need not be hypercyclic, that is 
need not contain an ascending normal series with cyclic factors running 
from (1) to the group itself. For example there exist locally nilpotent groups 
containing no non-trivial abelian normal subgroups [6, 4.221. However, we 
do have the following. 
THEOREM A. A locally supersoluble linear group is hypercyclic. 
THEOREM B. Let G be a finitely generated linear group over a jield of 
characteristic p > 0 and suppose that every Jinite homomorphic image of G is 
supersoluble. 
(i) If p > 0 then G is supersoluble. 
(ii) If p = 0 then G’ is nilpotent, G contains a unipotent normal subgroup U 
such that G/U is supersoluble and abelian-by-finite, and G is supersoluble if and 
only if G is polycyclic. 
We give an example to show that in case (ii) above G need not be super- 
soluble. The question of what linear !-&groups look like, where 8 is an 
(s, @-closed class of groups all of whose finite members are supersoluble, 
arose in connection with monomial representations [9, 1.3.1 and 4.211 and is 
partially answered by Theorems A and B. (Th e solution to the corresponding 
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question for nilpotent groups was the heart of our work on Frattini subgroups 
of linear groups [lo, 4.161, and a similar but more general question for 
soluble groups arose, and was solved, during Gruenberg’s work on the Engel 
structure of linear groups [3, Theorem 21.) For trivial reasons Theorem B 
becomes false if the group is not finitely generated or is not linear (it could 
then be infinite and simple for example). 
Theorem B enables one to lift certain characterizations of finite supersoluble 
groups to linear groups. The finite case of Corollary Bl below is due to 
Huppert [4, Th. 10.5.81 or [7, VII.7.cJ. Corollary B2 extends Theorem A 
and its finite case can be found in [I] by Carter, Fischer and Hawkes. B2 is 
not true for non-linear groups as the example [6, 4.221 quoted above shows. 
COROLLARY Bl. If G is a jiniteb generated linear group over a field of 
positive characteristic the following are equivalent. 
(i) G is supersoluble. 
(ii) G/4(G) is supersoluble, where 4(G) is the Frattini subgroup of G. 
(iii) Every maximal subgroup qf G has finite index a prime. 
(iv) Every maximal subgroup of G of $nite index has index a prime. 
COROLLARY B2. A linear group is hypercyclic if each of its 2-generator 
subgroups is supersoluble. 
One might expect Theorem B to hold for subgroups of groups of the type 
GL(n, R) where n is a positive integer and R a finitely generated integral 
domain (c.f. the soluble and nilpotent cases, [lo, Chap. 41) but this is not so 
for the trivial reason that the group may not be finitely generated (even if it 
is abelian, e.g., the 2 x 2 uni-triangular group over Z[Xj or [F,[X]). However, 
this is the only snag. We introduce a class of soluble groups whose finitely 
generated members are exactly the supersoluble groups. It might perhaps 
be better to call all these groups supersoluble but I hesitate to tamper with 
such a well-established definition as that of supersoluble groups. 
A group G will be called parasoluble if it contains a finite series of normal 
subgroups (1) = G, _C Gi _C ... _C G, = G such that for i = 1, 2 ,..., r, 
G,/G,-, is abelian and each of its subgroups is normal in G/G,-i . It is easy 
to see that nilpotent and supersoluble groups are parasoluble, that parasoluble 
groups are hypercyclic and soluble and that the derived group of a parasoluble 
group is nilpotent. It follows from 2.1 (and is not difficult anyway) that a 
finitely generated parasoluble group is supersoluble. The minimal length of 
a parasoluble series of a parasoluble group G we call the paraheight of G, it is 
analogous to the class of a nilpotent group. We can define the notion of 
paraheight for an arbitrary group, it corresponds to the idea of central height. 
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Let G be a group and N C M normal subgroups of G. We say that M/N is 
a G-hypercyclic factor of G if there exists an ascending series of normal 
subgroups of G with cyclic factors, running from N to M. If y is an ordinal 
number M/N has G-paraheight y if there exists an ascending series 
N = N,,CN,_C.~.~N,C.-CN,, = M 
of normal subgroups of G of length y such that for each 01 < y every subgroup 
of Na+,/N, is abelian and normal in G/N, , and if there exists no such series 
of length less than y. Denote by A(G) the product of all the G-hypercyclic 
normal subgroups of G; clearly h(G) is G-hypercyclic. The paraheight of G 
is by definition the G-paraheight of X(G). 
h(G) corresponds to the hypercentre of G. By Theorem A if G is a linear 
group X(G) = G if and only if G is locally supersoluble. Note that there may 
be no unique maximal locally supersoluble normal subgroup of G (to 
correspond to the Hirsch-Plotkin radical) even if G is finite. See Ref. [S], 
9.2.19 where an example due to B. Huppert is indicated. 
THEOREM C. A linear group G has paraheight less than ~2. If the entries of 
the elements of G all lie in a finitely generated integral domain G has $nite 
paraheight, and if G is also locally super-soluble, G is parasoluble. A finitely 
generated linear group has jkite paraheight. 
Thus the situation is remarkably analogous to the hypercentral case. 
In fact we go further and show that the paraheight of a linear group of 
degree n is at most w + f (n) where f ( ) n is an integer valued function of n 
only. f(n) = [log, n!] is a possible f. There exist hypercyclic linear groups 
with infinite paraheight. For example C,, 1 C, has paraheight w + 1 and 
is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(3, @). We discuss this more fully at the 
end of Section 4. 
The properties of linear groups that concern us in this paper are unaffected 
by ground field extension. Therefore we may always assume that our ground 
field is algebraically closed. Throughout F denotes an algebraically closed field 
and n a positive integer. We use the following notation. If G is any group, 
G’ is the derived group of G, 4(G) is the Frattini subgroup of G, y(G) is the 
Hirsch-Plotkin radical of G, h(G) is the product of the G-hypercyclic normal 
subgroups of G and 
(1) = l,(G) C 5,(G) _C *.* C iii(G) _C 1.. C 5(G) 
is the upper central series of G. If r is a positive integer GT = (g’ : g E G) 
where (S) denotes the subgroup generated by the subset S of G. 
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2. FINITELY GENERATED GROUPS 
We need a series of lemmas. The first (2.1 below) is a result of Baer, a 
proof of which is given in Ref. [7], VII.7.g. We give a short proof. 
2.1. LEMMA (Baer). A finitely generated hypercyclic group G is supersoluble. 
Proof. Let {G, : 01 < r} be a hypercyclic series of G and suppose that G 
is not supersoluble. There exists a least a! such that G/G, is supersoluble. 
Clearly 01 is a limit ordinal. Since G/G, is supersoluble it is finitely presented 
by a result of Hall ([6] 2.24, Corollary) and therefore G, is finitely G-generated 
([6], 2.24). But then G, = G, for some ,Q < 01, contradicting the minimality 
of 01. Thus G is supersoluble. 
It follows from 2.1 that hypercyclic groups are locally supersoluble and 
that the classes of locally supersoluble and of locally hypercyclic groups are 
equal. In particular finitely generated parasoluble groups are supersoluble. 
2.2. LEMMA. If G is a polycyclic group all of whose finite homomorphic 
images are supersoluble then G is supersoluble. 
Proof. Suppose that G is not supersoluble. Since G satisfies the maximal 
condition G contains a normal subgroup N maximal subject to the condition 
that G/N is not supersoluble. Hence we may suppose that every proper 
homomorphic image of G is supersoluble. Since G is residually finite every 
finite normal subgroup of G is G-hypercyclic. Therefore G contains no 
nontrivial finite normal subgroup. 
If H is a normal subgroup of finite index in G’ then K = nOEG HY also 
has finite index in G’ [8, 7.1.61. Consequently K f {I} and G/K is super- 
soluble. Therefore G’/K is nilpotent, and in particular G’/H is nilpotent. 
By a result of Hirsch [8, 7.1.121 G’ is nilpotent. We prove by induction on 
the minimal number of generators of G/G’ that c,(G) contains a non-trivial 
cyclic normal subgroup of G. This will imply that G is supersoluble, a 
contradiction that will complete the proof of the lemma. 
Suppose that L is a subgroup of G containing G’, x an element of G such 
that G = (L, x) and a an element of b,(G) such that (a) is normal in L. 
If A = (ac), A is a free abelian subgroup of t,(G) (since G contains no 
non-trivial finite normal subgroup) of rank n say, and so determines a homo- 
morphism 4 of G into GL(n, Z). If p is any prime G/AD is supersoluble, 
thus XC is triangularizable modulo p. Hence the characteristic polynomial 
det(X1, -A$) is a manic polynomial with integer coefficients that splits 
completely modulo p for every prime p. Therefore det(X1, - 24) has a 
root, s say, in H ([2] p. 229, Corollary 2). But then x$ has an eigenvector 
over Z with eigenvalue s, that is there exists c in A such that cx = es. 
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If h EL there exists an integer Y such that ah = al. Now [xi, h] E G’ so 
ax”h = a7d[z”,7~] = (asi)?. Clearly A = (aei : i E Z), consequently ch = cr. 
Thus (c) is a non-trivial cyclic normal subgroup of G lying in c,(G). 
2.3. LEMMA. Ij A is a jinitely generated free abelian G-hypercylic normal 
subgroup of the group G then there exists aJinite series of normal subgroups of G 
running from { 1) to A whose factors are in$nite cyclic. 
Proof. \Vrite A additively. There exists a series 
(0) = A,CA,L...CA, = A 
of normal subgroups of G with cyclic factors. Embed A in B = Q (5& A by 
identifying A and 1 @A. Then (0) = A, 2 QA, C *.. C QA, = B is a 
series of QG-submodules of B whose factors have Q-dimension at most one. 
Therefore 
(0) = A, C A, n QA, C ... CA, n QA, = A 
is a series of normal subgroups of G whose factors are isomorphic to subgroups 
of Qf. Since every finitely generated subgroup of Q+ is cyclic the lemma is 
proved. 
2.4. LEMMA. If G is a subgroup of GL(n, F) and U is a finitely generated 
unipotent G-hypercyclic normal subgroup of G then U _C <ancn-l,( UG’GQ) where 
I 
2 
’ = charF - 1: 
if char F = 0, 
otherwise. 
Proof. Suppose that charF = 0. Then U is torsion free and nilpotent, 
so its upper central series has torsion-free factors. Thus by 2.3 there exists 
a series (1) = U, C U, C ... C UT = U of normal subgroups of G such that 
each factor UJU,-l is infinite cyclic and central in U. Therefore 
lJG2 Cl i\ C,( lJi/ Ui-1) 
i=l 
and consequently U C <( UG2). By a result of Gruenberg ([lo] 4.13) 
UC 5tncn-dUG2). 
If char F = p > 0 then U is a finite p-group and there exists a series 
(1) = u, c 0; c ... C U, = U of normal subgroups of G such that each 
factor Ui/ Ui+ is cyclic of order p and central in U. Hence 
UG’GU C fi c,(UijU,-l) 
2‘=1 
and UC J+,(,-,,(UG’G2). 
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2.5. THEOREM. Let R be a fkitely generated integral domain of charm- 
teristic p > 0 and G a subgroup of GL(n, R) such that every Jinite homomorphic 
image of G is supersoluble. 
(i) If p > 0, G is hypercyclic. 
(ii) If p = 0, G’ is nilpotent and G contains a unipotent normal subgroup U 
such that G/U is supersoluble and abelian-by-finite. 
(iii) G is supersoluble if and only if G is polycyclic. 
It follows from (i) that if p > 0, G’ is also nilpotent since any locally 
nilpotent subgroup of GL(n, R) is nilpotent [IO, 8.91. 
Proof. Let F be the algebraic closure of the quotient field of R. Each 
maximal ideal m of R determines a ring homomorphism of R, onto 
(R/m), . Let 4, be the induced homomorphism of G into the finite group 
GL(n, R/m). By supposition G&, is soluble and thus is soluble with derived 
length bounded by a function of n only (Zassenhaus’ theorem, Ref. [lo], 3.7). 
Since fi,,, ker 4, = {I), G is soluble and so contains a closedi triangularizable 
normal subgroup T of finite index (Lie-Kolchin, Ref. [lo], 5.81. Let U be the 
maximal unipotent subgroup of T. T/U is a finiteiy generated abelian group 
[lo, 4.101. Hence G/U is polycyclic and thus supersoluble (2.2). 
6) Fhtl is a unipotent normal subgroup of G&,, and so 2.4 implies 
that [U, +n(n-l) UG’GQ] Z ker 4,” where Q = p - 1. Since this is for all m, 
U _C {t.(,-l,(UG’Gq). Put Ui = U n [JUG’Gq). Then Ui is a closed 
normal subgroup of G (since U is closed in G) and UJ UiMl is a central factor 
of UG’Gq. Now UG’GQ has finite index in G, thus if x E U, , x has only a 
finite number of conjugates in G and (xc) is a finite normal subgroup of G. 
Since G is residually finite there exists a normal subgroup N of G of finite 
index such that (xG) n N = (1). Therefore (xc) is G-hypercyclic. This 
holds for every x in U, , so U, is G-hypercyclic. 
Since Ui is a closed normal subgroup of G there exists a rational homo- 
morphism p with kernel Ui of G into GL(n’, F) for some n’, If S denotes the 
subring of F generated by R and the coefficients of a set of rational functions 
defining p, 5’ is a finitely generated integral domain and Gp C GL(n’, S). 
Therefore Gp is residually finite. It now follows (c.f. the case of U1 above) 
that Ui+,/Ui is a G-hypercyclic factor of G. The proof of part (i) is 
complete. 
(ii) It remains to show that G’ is nilpotent. (U n G’)&, is unipotent 
and (U n G’)$,, C G’$,, , which is nilpotent since G+,, is supersoluble. 
Therefore [U n G p ~a(n-lPl C f7 ker A,, and so U n G’ C <tncn-l,(G’). 
1 Closed in the topology induced on G by the Zariski topology on F, . 
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Also G’/(li n G’) g UG’jlJ = (G/U)’ which is nilpotent since G/U is 
supersoluble. Therefore G’ is nilpotent. 
(iii) This is an immediate consequence of 2.2. 
2.6. EXAMPLE. GL(n, Q) contains a 2-generator metabelian subgroup G 
that is not supersoluble, but all of whose finite homomorphic images are 
supersoluble. 
Proof. Let A denote the additive group of all rational numbers of the 
form r/2” where r and s are integers, and x the automorphism of A given by 
a F+ 2a. Put H equal to the split extension of A by (x). Note that H = 
(1~ , x>. Every finite image of A is cyclic so every finite image of H is 
metacyclic. If a E A 1, (01, xax-l = &z 4 (a), so A contains no non-trivial 
cyclic normal subgroup of H. Consequently His not supersoluble. 
It is easily seen that H is isomorphic to 
G = ((; ;j, (; ;j) C GW, Q), 
the maximal unipotent subgroup of G being isomorphic to A. 
2.7. COROLLARY. If R is a finitely generated integral domain of positive 
characteristic and G is a subgroup of GL(n, R) the following are equivalent. 
(i) G is hypercyclic. 
(ii) G/+(G) is hypercyclic. 
(iii) Every maximal subgroup of G has Jinite index a prime. 
(iv) Every maximal subgroup of G of $nite index has index a prime. 
Proof. That (i) implies (ii) is clear and (ii) implies (iii) by a standard 
argument. Trivially (iii) implies (iv). Suppose that (iv) holds. By a theorem 
of Huppert ([4], Th. 10.5.8 or [7], VII.7.c) every finite homomorphic image 
of G is supersoluble. By 2.5 G is hypercyclic. 
If G is a finitely generated subgroup of GL(n, F) then G is generated as a 
semigroup by some finite subset S. If R is the subring of F generated by the 
entries of the matrices of S, then R is a finitely generated integral domain 
and G C GL(n, R) C GL(n, F). Theorem B and its first Corollary follow 
from these comments and 2.5, 2.7 and 2.1. 
2.8. Remark. Lemma 2.4 can be extended as follows. If F is a field of 
characteristic p 3 0, G a subgroup of GL(n, F) and U a unipotent G- 
hypercyclic normal subroup of G then U C l;tn(n-l)( UG’Gp-l) if p > 0 and 
UC [tn(,-l)( UG’) if p = 0. 
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For clearly it suffices to consider finitely generated groups G, so we may 
suppose that G is a subgroup of GL(n, R) where R is a finitely generated 
subring of F. Then just as in the proof of 2.5 (i), UC [+n(,-l,( UG’Gp-l) if 
p > 0 and a similar argument shows that U C Stn(+r)(UG’) if p = 0. This 
latter result also follows immediately from 4.3. 
We conclude this section with a very simple proposition related to some 
of the results above. 
2.9. PROPOSITION. Let R be a jiniteb generated integral domain and G a 
subgroup of GL(n, R). 
(i) If every maximal subgroup of G of finite index has index a prime or the 
square of a prime then G is soluble. 
(ii) If every maximal subgroup of G of finite index is hypercyclic then G 
is soluble. 
(iii) If every maximal subgroup of G of jkite index is soluble then either 
G is soluble or G is nilpotent-by-jinite. 
Proof. In order to prove that G is soluble it suffices to consider a normal 
subgroup of finite index of G, N say, and to prove that G/N is soluble 
(c.f. the proof of 2.5). For part (i) this is a theorem of Hall [4, Th. 10.5.71 
and for part (ii) this is a theorem of Huppert ([8], 13.5.9 or [7], VII.7.d). 
Consider part (iii). If G/N is not soluble then NC M for every maximal 
subgroup M of G of finite index. But the intersection of the maximal sub- 
groups of G of finite index is nilpotent [5]. Therefore N is nilpotent and the 
result follows. 
3. LOCALLY SUPERSOLUBLE GROUPS 
3.1. LEMMA. If G is locally supersoluble and a jkite extension of a hyper- 
central group then G is hypercyclic. 
Proof. The given properties of G are preserved under homomorphism. 
Thus it suffices to prove that G contains a non-trivial cyclic normal subgroup. 
There exist subgroups H and K of G such that H is a hypercentral group, 
K is finitely generated, H is normal in G and G = HK. If a E I,‘,(H) \ {l}, 
(a, K) is supersoluble and thus (aK) contains a non-trivial cyclic subgroup 
C normalized by K. Since (a”) C l,(H), C is normal in G. 
Any supersoluble group is an extension of a nilpotent group by a finite 
abelian group. Thus a supersoluble linear group G contains a nilpotent 
subgroup containing both the derived group and the connected component 
of the identity of G. In particular a connected supersoluble linear group is 
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nilpotent. However, a triangularizable supersoluble linear group need not 
be nilpotent. ((i t), (-i t)) is a dihedral group (of order depending on the 
characteristic of the ground field). 
3.2. LEMMA. A locally supersoluble linear group G is locally nilpotent by 
periodic abelian. 
Proof. Denote by I the set of all finitely generated subgroups of G. 
If H E I let S, be the set of all closed nilpotent subgroups of finite index in H 
containing H’. By the above remarks S, is a non-empty finite set. If H C K E I 
let XHK : SK + S, be the mapping given by AKXHK = A, n H, A, E SK. 
Then fl = (S, , XHK : H, K E I) is an inverse system of non-empty finite 
sets over a directed set and thus its inverse limit is non-empty. Let 
(BH) E &J /I where BH E S,, and put B = (JIB,, . It is easy to see that 
B n H = B, for every H in I, from which it follows easily that B is a locally 
nilpotent normal subgroup of G and that G/B is periodic and abelian. 
Suppose that G is a locally supersoluble subgroup of GL(n, F). The Fitting 
subgroup of G is nilpotent and has finite index in v(G) [IO, 8.21. Since the 
closure of a nilpotent group is nilpotent this implies that q(G) is closed in G. 
Therefore (by 3.2) G/q(G) is isomorphic to a periodic abelian linear group. 
Thus if r is any positive integer, prime to the characteristic of F if this is 
is positive, then G/y(G)Gr is a finite group. 
3.3. THEOREM. A locally supersoluble linear group is nilpotent-by-finite, 
locally nilpotent-by-fkite abelian and hypercyclic. 
Proof. Let G be a locally supersoluble subgroup of GL(n, F) and put 
if charF = 0, 
’ = l:harF - 1, otherwise. 
G is soluble and so it contains a triangularizable normal subgroup T of finite 
index. By 2.4 (T’ n H) C [1,2n(n--1)((T’ n H) H’HQ) for every finitely 
generated subgroup H of G. Therefore T’ C {l,2n(n-1)(G’GQ) and consequently 
T’T’ is nilpotent. It follows from the above remarks (applied to T) and 
3.2 that G/v(G) is a finite abelian group. The theorem now follows from 3.1 
and the fact that every locally nilpotent linear group is hypercentral and 
contains a characteristic nilpotent subgroup of finite index [lo, 8.21. We have 
now proved Theorem A. 
3.4. LEMMA. Let N be a normal subgroup of the group G such that GIN is a 
Jinitely generated abelian group and N is a hypercentral group. If every 2- 
generator subgroup of G is supersoluble then G is hypercyclic. 
481/17/I-4 
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Proof. It clearly suffices to prove that l,(N) contains a non-trivial 
cyclic normal subgroup of G. This we prove by induction on the minimal 
number of generators of G/N. Suppose that L is a subgroup of G containing 
N, x an element of G such that G = (x, L) and a a non-trivial element of 
<r(N) such that (a) is normal in L. R = (a, x) is supersoluble, so there 
exists a non-trivial element b of (ax) such that (b) is normal in R. 
Now (aR) C (uG) = (& : i E Z) _C {i(N). If h EL there exists an integer s 
such that ah = as. Since G’ centralizes (aG), bh = bs and therefore (b) is 
normal in G. The proof is complete. 
The following lemma is Theorem 4.8 of [l] (since a finite critical super- 
soluble group is necessarily soluble). The very nice proof given in [l] uses 
formation theory; we give a direct proof to make this note more self-contained. 
3.5. LEMMA [I]. A J”inite group is supersoluble if each of its 2-generator 
subgroups is supersoluble. 
Proof. Let G be a minimal counterexample. Then every proper subgroup 
and factor group of G is supersoluble. By Huppert’s Theorem ([8], 13.5.9 or 
171, VII.7.d) G is soluble. Also G contains a unique minimal normal subgroup, 
N say, which is therefore elementary abelian. If G/4(G) is supersoluble, 
G is supersoluble ([4], Th. 10.5.8 or [7], VII.7.c). Therefore 4(G) = (1) 
and so there exists a maximal subgroup M of G such that MN = G. M A N 
is normal in G since N is abelian, and thus il4 n N = (1). If C = Co(N), 
C n M is normal in G. Hence C n M = (1) and consequently C = N. 
Let p be the largest prime divisor of 1 G j. If a and b are p-elements of G, 
(a, b) is supersoluble and so is ap-group (Sylow-Tower Theorem). Hence G 
contains a unique Sylow p-subgroup, P say. NC P. Since c,(P) is normal 
in G, P C C so N = P. Thus N is an elementary abelian p-group and 1M 
is a p’-group acting faithfully on N. 
If A is a proper subgroup of M, NA is supersoluble. By Maschke’s 
Theorem, N is completely reducible as A-module. Hence A acts diagonally 
on N w.r.t. some basis and in particular is abelian. M is not abelian by 3.4 
and thus M = (x, y) for some elements x and y of M. 
Let N = (zi : i = 1, 2,..., 1 N I} and put Md = (x, yxi). G is not 2- 
generator so G # Mi , and clearly MiN = G. Since N is a minimal normal 
subgroup Mi n N = {1} and so by the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem Mi is 
conjugate to M. If Mi = Mj where i # j then 
z;‘x j = (~zJ-~ (yzJ E M$ n N = {l}, 
a contradiction. Hence (Mi : i = 1,2,..., 1 N I> is a set of / N I = (G : M) 
distinct conjugates of M and so is the set of all the conjugates of M. But 
then x E nQEG M* 4 G, so x = 1. This contradiction (of M non-abelian) 
proves the lemma. 
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Proof of Corollary B2. Suppose that every 2-generator subgroup of the 
linear group G is supersoluble. If H is any finitely generated subgroup of G 
every finite homomorphic image of H is supersoluble by 3.5. By 2.5 and 3.4 H 
is hypercyclic. Therefore G is hypercyclic (2.1 and 3.3). 
4. THE PAFUHEIGHT OF LINEAR GROUPS 
Let G be an arbitrary group A a G-module and H the split extension of A 
by G. We say that A is a hypercyclic G-module with paraheight y if A is 
H-hypercyclic (as a normal subgroup of H) with H-paraheight y. 
4.1. PROPOSITION. Let G be a finite group and A a hypercyclic G-module. 
Then A has paraheight at most W. If A is torsion-free as Z-module A has 
paraheight at most 1 G 1 and if A has jinite exponent e as Z-module and 
(e, 1 G 1) = 1 then A has paraheight at most 1 G 1 [logs e]. 
Proof. 1. Suppose that A is Z-torsion-free. Embed A in V = Q 0~ A 
by identifying A and 1 @ A. V is a QG-module containing an ascending 
series of QG-submodules whose factors have Q-dimension at most 1. Also 
V is completely reducible as QG-module (Extension of Maschke’s Theorem, 
Ref. [7], IV.8.j) and thus V is a direct sum of irreducible QG-modules of 
Q-dimension 1. Let VI , V, ,..., V, be the homogeneous components of V as 
QG-module and put Ai = A n Vi . Suppose that Ai i: (0). If g E G there 
exists a rational number s such that ag = sa for all a in Ai. Since A is 
hypercyclic there exists b E A,\(O) such that (b) is a G-submodule of Ai, 
that is 6g = nb for some integer n. Hence s = n is an integer (since A is 
torsion-free) and consequently every Z-submodule of Ai is a G-module. 
Thus A has paraheight at most Y and clearly Y < / G j. 
2. Suppose that A is an elementary abelian p-group where (p, / G I) = 1. 
By the extension of Maschke’s Theorem A is completely reducible as 
F,G-module. Let A, , A, ,..., A, be the homogeneous components of A as 
lF,G-module. Since A is hypercyclic G acts on each Ai as a group of scalars 
and thus every Z-submodule of each Ai is a G-submodule. Therefore A has 
paraheight at most Y < 1 G I. 
If A has finite exponent e then A contains a characteristic series of length at 
most [log, e] whose factors are elementary abelian. Hence by 2. if (e, 1 G I) = 1, 
then A has paraheight at most I G / [log, e]. 
3. General Case. A contains a free abelian subgroup E such that 
A/E is a periodic abelian group. Then E1 = fiBEG Eg is a free abelian 
G-submodule of A and A/E, is still periodic as Z-module (since G is finite). 
Hence by 1. above we may assume that A is periodic as Z-module. A = 0, A, 
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where A, is the p-primary component of A. If I3 is a G-submodule of A such 
that every Z-submodule of every primary component of B is G-invariant 
then every Z-submodule of B is G-invariant. Hence the paraheight of A is 
equal to the upper bound of the paraheights of the A, . Thus we may suppose 
that A is a p-group. 
Let A, be the G-submodule of A generated by all the irreducible G-sub- 
modules of A of order p and inductively define A,+,/A, = (A/A,), . Put 
A, = (JB A, . A,+JA, is elementary abelian and completely reducible as 
lF,G-module. There exists only a finite number (r say) of irreducible 
lF,G-modules of order p up to isomorphism. Let A,+,(j)/A, , j = 1, 2,..., r, 
be the homogeneous components A,+JA, as IF,G-module. As in 2. above 
every Z-submodule of A,+,(j)/A, is G-invariant and thus A, has paraheight 
at most w. 
It remains to show that A, = A. If a E A, (aG) is a finite G-submodule 
of A (since G is finite and A is periodic). Now A is hypercyclic, so there 
exists a finite series of G-submodules, {0} = B, C B, C **. C B, = (aG) 
such that (B, : B,-J = p f or each i. Clearly Bi C Ai for each i and thus 
(aG) C A, . Therefore A = A, and 4.1 is proved. 
It follows from 4.1 and 3.3 that a locally supersoluble linear group has 
paraheight less than ~2 and that a locally supersoluble linear group over a 
finitely generated integral domain is parasoluble (use the existence of a 
nilpotent subgroup of finite index and for the second part [lo, 4.101). TO 
obtain the relative case and the bounds in terms of 11 we have to a little more 
work that remarkably parallels the hypercentral situation ([lo] Chap. 8). 
4.2. LEMMA. Let V be a vector space of dimension n over the field F, G a 
subgroup of AutF( V) and W an FG-submodule of V of F-dimension d. If A is a 
G-hypercyclic normal subgroup of G stabilizing the series (0) C W 2 V then A 
has G-paraheight at most d(n - d). 
Proof. If a E A let a’ be the linear mapping of VI W into W given by 
v + W H v(u - 1). The map 4 : a ++ a’ is a (group) monomorphism of A 
into the additive group of Hom,(V/ W, W). The latter is an FG-module, 
the G action being given byf 9 : v + W H (vg-l + W) fg; f E Hom,( V/ W, W) 
and g E G. A is abelian and so is a G-module via conjugation. A simple 
check shows that $ is a G-module homomorphism. 
Let B be the F-subspace of Hom,( V/ W, W) spanned by A+. B is an FG- 
module and since A is G-hypercyclic contains an ascending series of FG- 
submodules whose factors have F-dimension at most 1. B has F-dimension 
at most d(n - d). Thus there exists a series of FG-submodules (0) = 
B, C B, C ... C B, = B where each B,+lIB, has F-dimension 1 and 
r < d(n - d). 
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Since A$ is G-hypercyclic and spans B there exists c in B,+,/B,\{O} 
such that (c) is a G-module. Now if g E G there exists 01 in F such that 
xg = OLX for all x in B,+,/B, . Hence EC = nc for some integer n and thus 
a=TZl,. Therefore every Z-submodule of B,+,/B, is a G-submodule and 
so B has paraheight (as G-module) at most Y. Since A sc A+ _C B the result 
follows. 
4.3. COROLLARY. Let G be a subgroup of GL(n,F) and U a unipotent 
G-hypercyclic normal subgroup of G. Then U has G-paraheight at most 
+z(n - 1). 
Proof. Let V be the n-row vector space over F regarded as a G-module 
in the usual way. U is unitriangularizable over F [IO, I.211 and so there 
exists a non-trivial subspace of V on which U acts trivially. Let W = C,(U). 
Then d = dim, W 3 1 and W is G-invariant. 
By induction on II, UCo(V/W)/Co(V/ W) has G-paraheight at most 
+(n - d)(n - d - 1). By 4.2 U n C,( V/W) has G-paraheight at most 
d(n - d). Thus U has G-paraheight at most t(n - d)(n + d - 1) < +n(n -1) 
since I < d < n. 
4.4. LEMMA. If G is an irreducible subgroup of GL(n, F) then X(G) contains 
a diagonalizable subgroup A normal in G such that /\(G)/A is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of S, , the symmetric group on n letters. 
Proof. Let V be the n-row vector space over F regarded as G-module in 
the usual way and suppose that {V, , V, ,..., V,} is a minimal system of 
imprimitivity of V as FG-module. If H = NG(Vf), H acts primitively and 
irreducibly on Vi ([lo] 1.10). Let + be the induced homomorphism of H into 
AutF(VJ and put 2 = (H n h(G))+ n &(H$). 
H n A(G) is an H-hypercyclic subgroup of H. If (H n h(G))+ # 2 there 
exists an element h of (H n X(G))+\ 2 such that (2, h) is normal in H4. 
But clearly (2, h) is abelian and so lies in the centre of H$ by Blichfeldt’s 
theorem [ 10, 1.131. This contradiction shows that H n X(G) acts on Vi as a 
group of scalars. Let 
A = X(G) n h No(VJ. 
i=l 
Then A is a diagonalizable normal subgroup of G and /\(G)/A is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of S, (since the elements of G permute the Vi among them- 
selves). 
4.5. THEOREM. If G is a subgroup of GL(n, F) G has paraheight at most 
w + [log, n!]. If G is a subgroup of GL(n, R) where R is a finitely generated 
integral domain then G has finite paraheight. 
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Proof. There exist irreducible representations pr , pa ,..., p,. of G and an x 
in GL(n, F) such that 
for all g in G. 
Let U = & ker pi and put H = {diag(gp, ,..., gp7) : g E G> C GL(n, F). U is 
a unipotent normal subgroup of G and G/U is isomorphic to the completely 
reducible subgroup H of GL(n,F). By 4.4 H contains a diagonalizable 
subgroup A that is normal in H such that h(H)/A is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of S, . Clearly A(H)/A is H-hypercyclic with H-paraheight at most[log, n!]. 
By [lo] 1.12 (H : C,(A)) is finite. Hence A has H-paraheight at most w (4.1) 
and thus H has paraheight at most w + [log, n!]. 
Since G/ U s H, h(G)/ U n h(G) has G-paraheight at most w + [log, n!] 
and by 4.3 U n A(G) has G-paraheight at most +z(n - 1). Thus G has 
paraheight at most w + [logsn!]. Suppose now that G _C GL(n, R). It follows 
from [IO] 4.10 that A is finitely generated. Therefore by 4.1 H, and thus 
G, has finite paraheight. 
We now consider what paraheights are possible for hypercyclic linear 
groups of low degree. For each positive integer n and each characteristic p 
denote by ~(n,p) the upper bound of the paraheights of hypercyclic linear 
groups of degree n over a field of characteristic p. We shall see that o(n, p) 
is never a limit ordinal. 
4.6. PROPOSITION. There exist no hypercyclic linear groups with para- 
height w. 
Proof. Let G be a hypercyclic subgroup of GL(n,F) with paraheight w. 
By induction on n and 4.3 G is irreducible. Hence G contains an abelian 
normal subgroup A of finite index. G contains a series of normal subgroups 
(1) = G,cG,C ... c G, = G of length w such that every subgroup of 
Gi+JG, is abelian and normal in G. Since (G : A) is finite there exists a finite 
r such that AG, = G. Then G/G, is abelian and so G has paraheight at most 
r + 1. This contradiction proves the proposition. 
However, there do exist linear groups with paraheight w. These may be 
constructed exactly as the example 8.7 of [lo] using examples (e.g. (C’s, 1 Cs) 
constructed below in place of C,, 1 C, . 
4.7. THEOREM. 
(i) ~(1, p) = 1 and ~(2, p) = 2 for all p > 0 
(ii) ~(3, 3) = 4 and 43, p) = w + 2 for aZZ p # 3 
(iii) ~(4, p) = w + 2 for all p 2 0. 
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If s(n) denotes the maximal paraheight of a supersoluble subgroup of S, 
it follows easily from the proof of 4.5 that u(1z, p) < w + s(n). It seems 
probable that a(n, 0) = w + s(n) for all n > 3. 
Proof. Clearly U( 1, p) = 1 for all p. Let G be a hypercyclic subgroup 
of GL(n, F). 
12 = 2. If G is reducible G is triangularizable. By 4.3 the maximal 
unipotent subgroup of G has G-paraheight at most 1, and G/U is abelian. 
Hence G has paraheight at most 2. If G is irreducible G is monomial. We 
show that the full monomial subgroup M of GL(2,F) is parasoluble with 
paraheight 2. Let D be the full diagonal subgroup, B = D n SL(2,F) and 
c = (F i). Then M = (c, D), B is a normal subgroup of M, M/B is abelian 
and xc = x-l for all x in B. Thus M is parsoluble with paraheight at most 2. 
Since M is not abelian M has paraheight 2. 
n = 3. Clearly s(3) = 2 so ~(3, p) < w + 2 for all p. Suppose that 
char F = 3 and that G has paraheight greater than 4. By 4.2 and the case 
n = 2, G is irreducible and hence is monomial. By replacing G by a conjugate 
if necessary we can assume that G is actually in monomial form. Clearly 
F*G = {ag : (Y E F*, g E G) is hypercyclic, so we may suppose that F*l, C G. 
Let D be the diagonal subgroup of G. If D = F*l, , G has paraheight at 
most 3; so this is not the case. Hence there exists a = diag(ol, fi, y) E D \ F*l, 
such that ug E (a, F*l,) for all g in G. 
G is irreducible so 3 divides (G : 0). Suppose that (G : D) = 6 (i.e., 
that G/D G S,). There exist integers i, j and elements 6, 6, of F* such that 
(Y, % B) = (“% PS, YiS) 
and 
(A % Y) = (a% , PSl , YQl). 
Solving these six equations we find that (01, /3, y) = (01, 015, &i) where 
e2ii+l = gj+l = pj-i-l = 1. Now a is not a scalar, so 4 # 1. Hence there 
exists a prime p dividing i2 + i + 1, j + 1 and ij - i - 1. Taking con- 
gruences modulo p, i = -1 so 22’ = -1. Therefore 4i2 z I. But 
4i2 = -4i - 4 = -2. Thus p = 3. Consequently some power of [ is a 
primitive cube root of 1 in F. Since charF = 3 this is a contradiction. We 
have now proved that (G : D) = 3. 
Since F*l, C G there exist A, p in F* such that 
0 h 0 
x= ( 0 0 CL A-$-l 0 1 0 
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lies in G. Then G = DX and D n X = (1) where X = (x). Let T be the 
torsion subgroup of D/F*I, and T, the q-primary component of T. Suppose 
that T, f (1). Then 4 # 3 as charF = 3. If the field of 4 elements does not 
contain a primitive cube root of 1 there exists a non-trivial cyclic subgroup 
of T, centralized by x. A trivial check (e.g., take i = I in the above) shows 
that this is impossible if charF = 3. Hence the field of 4 elements contains a 
primitive cube root of 1 and by Hensel’s Lemma so does the ring of q-adic 
integers. Let 
A, = (aj : qQ = q-l , q, = 1,j = 1, 2 ,...) 
be the C,,-subgroup of F*. Then A, has an automorphism c say of order 3. 
sic = + for some integer ij . 
Let S, = (F*l,, diag(oli, 01~) 1) :j, K = 1, 2 ,... )/F*l, ; clearly T, C S,. 
Put BQ = (F*l, , diag(ad , olic . ajc2) : j = 1, 2,...>/F*13 . Both S, and B, are 
left invariant by X, for 
and 
diag(aj , LYE , 1)” = diag( 1, ai , +) 
diag(orj , olic, a/), = (diag(oli , @, c$))ij . 
Also B, and S,/B, are both C,,-groups. Therefore S, has paraheight at 
most 2 as X-module and consequently T, has G-paraheight at most 2. This 
is now for all primes 4, so T has G-paraheight at most 2. By 2.3 (G/F*l,)/T 
is locally nilpotent and hence is isomorphic to the abelian group 
X x (D/F*l,)/T. 
Therefore G has paraheight at most 4 and thus ~(3, 3) < 4. 
n = 4. It is easy to see that s(4) = 2, so ~(4, p) < w + 2 for all p. 
We have now to construct suitable examples for parts (ii) and (iii). Let 
a = diag(-1, 1, l), b = diag(l, 1, -1) and 
1 0 0 
x= 5 10 
( 1 7 5 1 
where 5, 7 and 5 lie in F and char F # 2. Note that 
100 
xa = 
t i 
0 0 
-5 1 0 and xb = 
-7 5 1 i i 
r 
-7 -; ;* 
Let U denote the full (lower) unitriangular group and put 
R = (a, 6, lJ> C GL(3, F). 
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If Ur={i(U)={x~U:~=<=0} and U,={XEU:[=O} then 
(1) = U,, C U, C Ua C UC R is a normal series of R whose factors are 
R-hypercyclic with R-paraheight 1. It is easy to check that R’ = U and 
that if A is an abelian normal subgroup of R lying in U and if A has R- 
paraheight 1 then A is contained in U, . U/U, does not have R-paraheight 1 
(since for example xa 6 (x, U,) if 5 = 5 = 1). Therefore R has paraheight 4 
and so ~(3, 3) = 4. 
Let E-I = C’s, 1 Sa . It is easy to check that C, 1 S, is supersoluble. 
If B is the base group of H put Bi = {b E B : b3i = l}. Now for each i, 
B,+JB, is isomorphic as S,-module to the base group of C, 1 S, and so is 
S,-hypercyclic with finite paraheight. Thus B is S,-hypercyclic of paraheight 
at most w and hence His hypercyclic with paraheight at most w + 2. Suppose 
that H has paraheight at most w + 1 and let a be a 3-cycle in S, . Note that 
a E H’. Now (a, B) g C,, 1 C, . Suppose that there exists a finite series 
of normal subgroups of (a, B) 
(1) =A,CA,C..*CA,C(a,B) 
such that each factor A,/&, is cyclic of order 3 or is a C,,-group and 
a E A, . Then (a, B)/A, is abelian. Since the 3-adic integers contain no 
primitive cube root of unity a centralizes each of the factors in the above 
series and so C,, 1 C, is nilpotent, which is false. This contradiction proves 
that C,, 1 C, is hypercyclic with paraheight w + 1 and C,, 1 S, is hyper- 
cyclic with paraheight w + 2. 
The 2-adic integers contain no primitive 4th-root of unity and C,, 1 Ca 
is not nilpotent. A similar argument to the one above shows that Ca, 1 C, 
is hypercyclic with paraheight w + 1 and, if P is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S, , 
that C,, 1 P is hypercyclic with paraheight w + 2. 
If char F # 3, GL(3, F) contains an isomorphic copy of C,, 1 S, and 
consequently ~(3, p) = w + 2 for p # 3. If char F # 2, GL(4, F) contains 
an isomorphic copy of C,, 1 P and if charF # 3, GL(4, F) contains an 
isomorphic copy of C,, 1 S, . Therefore ~(4, p) = w + 2 for all p. (Note 
that whatever the characteristic of F, GL(4, p) also contains a hypercyclic 
subgroup with paraheight w + 1.) The proof of 4.7 is complete. 
It follows from 4.5 and 4.7 that u(n,p) is never a limit ordinal. It also 
follows from 4.7 and the above paragraph that for any n, if GL(n, F) contains 
parasoluble subgroups of arbitrarily large paraheights, then it contains a 
hypercyclic subgroup that is not parasoluble. 
Note. Martin Newell has pointed out to me that Lemma 2.2 appears in 
R. Baer, nberauflosbare Gruppen, Abh. Muth. Sem. Univ. Hamburg 23 
(1957), 11-28. The proof given there differs substantially from that given 
above but still relies heavily on number theory. 
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